
If you’re after a liquid injection system for 
your seeder, look no further than Stoll’s 
– we’ve got you covered. We have a 
complete range of options,  from our high 
quality do it yourself kits right through to the 
new NJ-JECT LF system which is the most 
advanced system on the market today, we 
have something for everyone.

We can even custom build complete trailers 
or a ready to bolt on unit including tanks, 

pumps and controllers to suit everything 
from small trial plot seeders up to the 
largest of air seeders.

Stoll’s can also supply all your liquid fertilizer 
storage and handling needs including  
bulk tanks, pumps, hoses, camlocks and 
fittings etc.

So have a look at our different options, 
you can be assured that a liquid injection 
kit from Stoll’s uses only the highest 

quality components available and will give 
you years of trouble free service. All of 
the components that make up our liquid 
injection kits have been carefully selected 
to not only provide you with the ultimate in 
accurate liquid application but also to give 
you years of reliable service in what can be 
the harsh environment of liquid fertilizer.

Stoll’s Liquid-Inject
The Stoll Liquid-Inject system is a modular 
system that allows farmers to easily and cost-
effectively set up their seeder to accurately  
and reliably inject trace elements, fungicides  
and liquid fertilizers into the furrow. The system 
was designed after much testing and consultation 
with farmers to allow the end user to easily and 
confidently fit the kit regardless of size, brand  
or varying application rates.
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      Choose Your Flushing System
Flush tanks are UV stabilized with a sump for complete drainage. Tanks come complete with outlet fittings and a 
spare outlet for clean water / hand washing etc. 

200L round flush tank = $521.00 + GST or $690.00 + GST with frame.

400L round flush tank = $719.00 + GST or $1,117.00 + GST with frame.

400L low profile flush tank = $760.00 + GST or $1,223.00 + GST with frame.

600L round flush tank = $810.00 + GST or $1,217.00 + GST with frame.

600L low profile flush tank = $870.00 + GST or $1,337.00 + GST with frame.

TIP: A flush tank is an essential part of the system and enables you to flush your system at the end of the day 
which will ensure you don’t get any blockages and leaves your rig ready to go the next day. 

STEP

2

      Add a Filtration System
The filtration kit comes complete with a large capacity 1 ½” suction filter and an 1 ¼” self-cleaning  in-line pressure 
filter. This specially selected pressure filter allows us to run a very fine screen for maximum protection against 
blockages further down the system. These clever filters constantly clean themselves as you are applying product 
and can return around 100L/min of liquid when used with the Hypro pumps. This return flow is sent back into the 
main tank via two large agitators which keeps everything constantly mixed and in suspension. The suction filter 
comes fitted with a 3-way tap as standard, to allow you to quickly and easily changeover from operation mode to 
flush mode to rinse your system out with clean water and isolate the main tank. Filters come with all fittings and 
mounting brackets necessary.

Filtration kit = $350.00 + GST

TIP: It is extremely important to get your filtration right. Our testing has shown that the above kit is perfect 
for a liquid fertilizer / trace element mix. 

STEP
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     Choose Your Tank Size
Tanks are available with or without a tank frame – tank frame is galvanized steel. All tanks are UV stabilized with 
a large sump ensuring complete drainage. Tanks come complete with all tank outlet and bypass fittings, twin 
agitators, and 2” remote fast drain/fill valve fitted with your choice of camlock. 

800L bare tank = $1,336.00 + GST or $1,930.00 + GST with frame

1000L bare tank = $1,434.00 + GST or $2,033.00 + GST with frame

1200L bare tank = $1,589.00 + GST or $2,281.00 + GST with frame

1500L bare tank = $1,871.00 + GST or $2,573.00 + GST with frame

2000L bare tank = $2,283.00 + GST or $3,351.00 + GST with frame 

3000L bare tank = $3,346.00 + GST or $4,889.00 + GST with frame

TIP: select a tank that suits your cart size, to ensure you fill up at the same time. 

Option 1. 

Our first option is our extremely popular do it yourself kit. This kit is unique from other systems as it allows you to use any existing equipment you may already have 
including tanks, pumps and rate controllers etc. It enables you to get into an extremely high quality kit for a modest price and really test out the benefits of liquids 
without a large capital outlay. The kit is very user friendly to operate and is easily set up on any seeder. Furthermore, it is designed to be easily upgradeable in future 
years if you want to add things such as rate control, auto section control or even variable rate. You may have an old computorspray or trailing sprayrig that you want to 
modify, or even turn one of the bins on your airseeder into a liquid tank – whatever your application this kit is flexible enough to accommodate your needs. Simply go 
through our step by step process and choose the components you need – it’s that easy.

STEP

1

     Choose Your Pump
Hydraulically driven HYPRO 1 ½” stainless steel pump – provides a massive flow of 416L/min (302L/min 
for poly version) giving ample agitation.  The stainless steel pumps are fitted as standard with a Lifeguard 
silicone carbide seal which provides maximum protection against abrasive and aggressive solutions. The 
pumps come with a low pressure alarm kit as standard, guarding against running the pumps dry. Also 
available in polypropylene pump configuration.

Hypro stainless steel pump kit (complete with fittings and cab-mounted low pressure alarm) = $2,650.00 + GST

Hypro poly pump kit (complete with fittings and cab-mounted low pressure alarm) = $1,765.00 + GST

TIP: Hypro pumps are chosen for their excellent agitation capabilities. Any good liquid injection system 
needs a large amount of agitation to ensure that your product stays mixed properly. Centrifugal pumps 
also have a lot smoother flow output than diaphragm pumps which will always tend to ‘pulse’ the liquid 
through the lines to some degree. This is a big advantage if you decide to use a rate controller as you 
will get a more accurate reading from your Flowmeter, - especially at lower flow rates which are very 
common in liquid fertilizer applications.

STEP
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     Add a Hose Kit
All hoses in the kit are chemical grade hose and come complete with all the necessary fittings and 
clamps to connect to your pump, filtration system and manifolds. Please note – hose lengths are: 2M 
of 1 ½” suction hose, 4M of 1” pressure hose and 30M of ½” pressure hose. Hose lengths may vary 
according to the brand of seeder and where you mount the components. Please call for a price if you 
need different lengths of hose.

Hose kit = $285.00 + GST

STEP

5

      Distributor Manifolds
Precision CNC machined polypropylene manifolds complete with push fittings and all mounting brackets. 
Can be mounted on each head, or anywhere on the bar.

10 x outlet manifolds = $180.00 + GST

20 x outlet  manifolds = $260.00 + GST 

30 x outlet manifolds =  $340.00 + GST

STEP

7

      Add an Automatic Rate Controller
For those who are after precise application the TeeJet 844e Rate Controller is the perfect answer. The 844e 
rate controller is extremely easy to calibrate and use. Kit comes complete with all brackets, looms and 
speed sensor etc, ready to plug into your rate control ready manifold. 

TeeJet 844e rate controller kit complete  = $2,900.00 + GST

TIP: A rate controller is not a necessity – however for those who are after the ultimate in accuracy the 844e 
is the answer. 

STEP

9

      Add a dosing system / GPS system.
Dosing systems along with GPS / variable rate systems can be added to the liquid inject system, or we can 
link the system with your existing GPS equipment. The options are many and varied in this area so please 
call for pricing and information.

Some popular options include running the Trimble Ez-Guide 500 or FMX guidance system with the  
Ez-Boom for rate control capabilities and variable rate fertilizer applications, hooking up to existing or new 
GS2 John Deere systems or using existing seeder controllers such as an X20 etc to also control the liquid.

STEP

10

      Add a Control Manifold with Electric On/Off Valve
High quality ARAG 463 series control manifold complete with highflow 1” throttling valve, agitator tap and 
12V electric on/off valve.  All internal wettable parts in the control manifold are Delrin or AISI 303 stainless 
steel with viton gaskets for excellent resistance to fertilizers. Available in either standard  configuration or 
as a full rate control ready manifold, which feature an automatic flow regulating valve and a stainless steel 
electromagnetic flowmeter which is highly accurate and has no moving parts. All control manifolds include 
a primary manifold to split the flow to different parts of the bar.

Standard control manifold = $860.00 + GST

Rate control ready manifold = $2,790.00 + GST

STEP

6

      Add Tine Injector Unit
Our tine injector unit consists of our own custom designed ‘Exacta-Flo’ metering nozzle mounted into an in-line 
checkvalve . The unit is mounted as close to the top of the tine as possible to cut down on hose lengths after 
the flow regulator which eliminates the possibility of friction loss and differing flow rates from uneven lengths of 
hose. The chemsaver ensures that all lines stay charged for quick on/off time. Comes complete with mounting 
brackets and all necessary hardware to fit to 100mm x 100mm RHS bar.

Tine injector unit = $48.00 + GST each (one needed per tine)

STEP

8
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Option 2. 
Our second option is a complete ready to bolt on module housed in our own custom 
designed  cabinet. The module is available in Standard (STD) configuration or Rate Control 
Ready (RCR). The STD configuration includes 12V controls to turn the system on/off from 
the cab and an adjustable throttling valve to set your operating pressure – you then drive to 
a set speed to ensure your application rate stays constant. 

The RCR configuration has the additional features of an electric regulating valve and specially chosen 
electromagnetic flowmeter. This module is ready to accept an existing rate controller or GPS control / auto 
boom system such as GS2 or Trimble EZ-Guide 500 / EZ-Boom etc

Both modules include the following:
•	 Hydraulically	driven	stainless	steel	hypro	pump	with	cab	mounted	low	pressure	alarm.

•	 Large	capacity	1	½”	316	series	suction	filter.

•	 1	½”	self-cleaning	pressure	filter.

•	 3-way	panel	mounted	ball	valve	to	easily	change	from	your	main	tank	to	your	flush	tank.

•	 High	flow	throttling	valve	with	bypass	agitation	back	to	tank.

•	 12V	electric	stainless	steel	ball	valve.

•	 Agitator	tap	for	our	dual	venturi	agitators.

•	 Panel	mounted	large	100mm	pressure	gauge

•	 Primary	manifold	to	mount	onto	bar

•	 All	hoses	and	fittings	to	connect	to	tank	and	to	distribution	manifold.

•	 Wiring	loom	with	switchbox	in	cab	(STD	model	only),	or	loom	to	suit	existing	rate	 
controller/GPS (RCR model)

•	 Mounting	lugs	to	attach	to	seeder	

To order a Stoll Liquid Fert System please contact us. Kits can be shipped all over Australia. Please note pricing 
does not include GST or freight and prices are subject to change without notice.  

In addition to the above features the RCR module also includes: 
•	 12V	electric	regulating	valve

•	 Electromagnetic	flowmeter	which	has	no	moving	parts,	internal	passage	of	stainless	steel,	is	
highly accurate, and doesn’t change its readings when measuring liquid with different viscosities 
making it the ultimate flowmeter for use with liquid fertilizers.

We can supply the RCR model with a TeeJet 844e automatic rate controller or can set it up to use with your 
existing GPS / rate control equipment.

We can also supply the Trimble EZ-Guide 500 or FMX guidance system complete with EZ-Boom and rate 
control capabilities to do Variable rate fertilizer application.

To price up one of these kits simply choose the STD or RCR module, add however many 
distributor manifolds you need, then add your number of tines – It’s as easy as 1,2,3!

1. Standard Module = $6,400.00 + GST

 Rate Control Ready Module = $8,600.00 + GST (does not include rate controller/GPS)

2. Add distributor manifolds = $180.00 + GST  Each (10 x outlet) 
  = $260.00 + GST Each (20 x outlet) 
  = $340.00 + GST Each (30 x outlet)

  Note: Manifolds can either be mounted on each head, or somewhere central on the bar. I.e a seeder with  
  5 heads but only 27 tines could use 1 x 30 outlet manifold mounted on the centre of the bar rather than  
  5 x 10 outlet manifolds.

3. Add tine injector units = $48 + GST per tine

The tine injector units include everything you need to meter the flow and distribute the liquid evenly down each tine. They are made up of an in-line 
checkvalve, Stoll’s own custom designed ‘Exacta-Flo’ metering nozzles, quick fitting joiner, 4mm polyethylene tube, mounting brackets and bolts, 
threaded push to connect inlet and ‘Exacta-Flo’ cap with gasket.


